Small RNA-mediated regulation of DNA dosage in the ciliate Oxytricha
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ABSTRACT
Dicer-dependent small noncoding RNAs play important roles in gene regulation in a wide variety of organisms. Endogenous small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are part of an ancient pathway of transposon control in plants and animals. The ciliate, Oxytricha trifallax, has approximately 16,000 gene-sized chromosomes in its somatic nucleus. Long noncoding RNAs establish high ploidy levels at the onset of sexual development, but the factors that regulate chromosome copy numbers during cell division and growth have been a mystery. We report a novel function of a class of Dicer (Dcl-1)- and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP)-dependent endogenous small RNAs in regulating chromosome copy number and gene dosage in O. trifallax. Asexually growing populations express an abundant class of 21-nt sRNAs that map to both coding and noncoding regions of most chromosomes. These sRNAs are bound to chromatin and their levels surprisingly do not correlate with mRNA levels. Instead, the levels of these small RNAs correlate with genomic DNA copy number. Reduced sRNA levels in dcl-1 or rdrp mutants lead to concomitant reduction in chromosome copy number. Furthermore, these cells show no signs of transposon activation, but instead display irregular nuclear architecture and signs of replication stress. In conclusion, Oxytricha Dcl-1 and RdRP-dependent small RNAs that derive from the somatic nucleus contribute to the maintenance of gene dosage, possibly via a role in DNA replication, offering a novel role for these small RNAs in eukaryotes.
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INTRODUCTION
Small RNAs that associate with the conserved PIWI family of Argonaute proteins are important regulators of gene expression in a broad range of RNA silencing pathways (Ghildiyal and Zamore 2009). The sequence information in small noncoding RNAs provides the specificity for homology-dependent gene silencing. One such class of small RNAs, small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), typically 19- to 25-nt long, derive from cleavage of long double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) by Dicer, an RNase III type enzyme (Bernstein et al. 2001). Together, siRNAs bound to Argonaute proteins form an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) (Hammond et al. 2000), responsible for silencing target mRNAs in the process known as RNA interference (RNAi) (Fire et al. 1998).

In many organisms, RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRP) amplify the Dicer-generated “primary” siRNAs to produce “secondary” siRNAs that further enhance the silencing effect (Dalmay et al. 2000; Sijen et al. 2001; Volpe et al. 2002). While dsRNA viruses often trigger RNAi, endogenous siRNAs can target developmentally regulated genes, as well as pseudogenes, and are also crucial for transposon silencing (Czech et al. 2008; Ghildiyal et al. 2008; Kawamura et al. 2008; Okamura et al. 2008; Tam et al. 2008; Axtell 2013). In yeast and plants, they are additionally involved in heterochromatin formation and transgene silencing (Castel and Martienssen 2013). The ciliate Tetrahymena expresses diverse small RNA classes that are derived from either pseudogene clusters, protein coding genes, or telomeres (Couvillion et al. 2009; Farley and Collins 2017). Both Tetrahymena and Paramecium express a meiosis-specific, Dicer-dependent class of small RNAs called scanRNAs that derive from the germline micronucleus (Mochizuki et al. 2002; Lepère et al. 2009). Irrespective of their biological function, the endogenous siRNAs usually act at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional level to silence their target genes.

Oxytricha trifallax, a spirotrich ciliate, has dimorphic nuclei within the same cell (Prescott 1994). The macronucleus
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(MAC) contains the somatic genome, responsible for gene transcription during asexual growth, while the micronucleus (MIC) is the zygotic nucleus, which supplies both an archival germline nucleus and a duplicate copy that develops into the new macronucleus. An arsenal of noncoding RNAs, ranging from long telomere-containing transcripts (Nowacki et al. 2008; Lindblad et al. 2017) to 27-nt piRNAs (Fang et al. 2012) regulates the whole process of genome rearrangement to produce a new somatic genome during post-zygotic development.

The macronuclear genome harbors approximately 16,000 gene-sized chromosomes, most of which contain only a single gene and are present at a very high copy number (Swart et al. 2013). The MAC is also remarkably devoid of repetitive elements like transposons, which are replete in the micronucleus (Chen et al. 2014). Lacking in spindle microtubules (Fujii and Numata 2000), the macronucleus divides amitotically during asexual cell divisions, with no known mechanism to segregate its somatic chromosomes to daughter cells. Here, we report a novel role for endogenous sRNAs in asexually growing *Oxytricha* cells in the maintenance of DNA dosage and chromosome copy number. *Oxytricha* sRNA sequences derive from both coding and noncoding regions for almost all fully sequenced somatic chromosomes. Disruption of a Dicer-like gene, dcl-1, leads to reduced levels of sRNAs; however, the resulting cells show no sign of posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS) or transposon reactivation. Instead, they display reduced DNA copy number and signs of S-phase arrest and DNA breakage. These observations reveal a novel role for Dicer-dependent sRNAs in gene dosage and maintenance of chromosome copy number in *Oxytricha*.

**RESULTS**

**Dcl-1 and RdRP-dependent small RNAs in asexually growing Oxytricha cells**

The *Oxytricha* macronuclear genome encodes one Dicer and three Dicer-like (*Dcl*) genes, all of which are expressed at varying levels during asexual, vegetative growth (Supplemental Fig. S1A,B; Swart et al. 2013). Four RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (*RdRP*) genes are also encoded in the MAC genome. Two of them, encoded on Contig14356.0 and Contig12723.0, are expressed at very low levels and could be pseudogenes (Supplemental Fig. S1C). Contig20928.0 and Contig4554.0 are expressed at much higher levels and likely function during development (Supplemental Fig. S1C). Using a synthetic piRNA injection strategy (based on Fang et al. 2012 and described in Materials and Methods), we prepared epigenetically altered strains expressing somatic mutant versions of *Dcl* and *RdRP*. This allowed us to query their roles in the biogenesis and function of these small RNAs. Disruption of *dcl-2* (Contig119.0), the most highly expressed Dicer-like gene, failed to produce any viable cells, possibly due to essential functions of the protein during conjugation or vegetative growth. Alterations to *dcl-1*, the second most highly expressed Dicer-like gene in *Oxytricha*, yielded some clonal lines with complete disruption of the open reading frame via programmed retention of a normally deleted (germline-limited) 24-bp sequence between the 622nd and 623rd codon of the gene (Supplemental Fig. S2A,B). The resulting insertion creates a premature termination codon, which would produce a truncated protein lacking the dsRNA binding and Ribonuclease III (RNase III) domains (Supplemental Fig. S2C). Similarly, we introduced functional mutations into the somatic *RdRP* gene using sRNA injection to program a frameshift, and analyzed mutants with complete reading frame disruption (Supplemental Fig. S2D-F).

To assess their function in small RNA biogenesis, total RNA from wild-type strain JRB310 as a control, two *dcl-1* mutant strains (*dcl-1^23* and *dcl-1^41*) and three *rdrp* strains (*rdrp^13*, *rdrp^17*, and *rdrp^25*) was radiolabeled with [γ-^32^P]-ATP and separated on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, followed by phosphorimaging analysis. The *dcl-1* cells showed reduced levels of 21-nt small RNAs and increased accumulation of 30- to 50-nt RNA (Fig. 1A). *rdrp* mutant lines also displayed reduced 21-nt RNA levels relative to wild-type control cells (Fig. 1B), demonstrating that sRNA production in asexually growing *Oxytricha* cells is dependent on both Dcl-1 and RdRP. The sRNA reduction is partial, suggesting that other paralogous Dicer or RdRP genes might provide redundant functions with the mutants investigated in this study.

Notably, *rdrp* mutants do not display an increased accumulation of 30- to 50-nt RNAs, which is consistent with RdRP’s activity in generating precursor substrates for small RNAs. This suggests that the small RNAs are Dcl-1- and RdRP-dependent, while the 30- to 50-nt RNA could contain putative sRNA precursors.

Total RNA from both wild-type, *dcl-1*, and *rdrp* mutants was isolated and small RNAs sequenced on an Illumina platform. Following read preprocessing (see Materials and Methods), the RNA sequences were aligned to the *Oxytricha* macronuclear (Swart et al. 2013), micronuclear (Chen et al. 2014), and mitochondrial (Swart et al. 2012) genome assemblies using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). Un-aligned sequences were mapped to a bacterial genome database downloaded from NCBI and the *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* genome assembly (Merchant et al. 2007) to filter out environmental or food contaminants, respectively. The remaining unmapped sequences were classified as “Other.” Comparison of 17- to 25-nt RNAs from wild-type versus mutant cells revealed reduced proportions of 21-nt RNAs mapping to 10,513 fully sequenced MAC chromosomes in *dcl-1^41* cells (Fig. 1C). However, the sRNA mapping and sequence characteristics remain unaltered in *dcl-1* or *rdrp* mutant cells (Supplemental Fig. S3A-D); only their relative abundance is affected, compared to wild type. Together, our observations suggest that this novel class of small RNAs in *Oxytricha* may be homologous to siRNAs in other eukaryotes.
features typical of most MAC genes and encodes a glycosyltransferase family protein. Both dcl-1 and rdrp mutants show reduced 17- to 25-nt sRNAs versus wild-type control cells, while dcl-1 cells display an overabundance of 30- to 50-nt RNAs, which are undetectable in wild-type or rdrp mutants (Figs. 1D, 2D). Genome-wide, small RNAs map to both introns and sub-telomeric regions, as well as to coding regions (Supplemental Fig. S3E,F).

The sRNA sequences preferentially map to the MAC genome (83.6%). 4.28% map to rearrangement junctions that are only present in the MAC. To exclude sequence-specific biases, a random set of MAC-derived 5’-U containing 21-nt sequences was generated and mapped to the genome. 3.87% of these randomized sequences map to the MAC-specific rearrangement junctions, which is not significantly different from the 4.28% of sRNA reads that map to these locations. A negligible fraction of sRNA reads map to the mitochondria (0.3%). 4.1% map to the MIC-limited (i.e., deleted) portion of the MIC genome (Fig. 2E; Supplemental Fig. S5) and will be discussed below. Note that 0.31% map to MIC-specific junction reads, whereas 1.25% of randomly sampled 21-nt 5’-U sequences in the MIC map to MIC-specific junctions. Therefore, most sRNA reads derive from the MAC, which suggests a potential regulatory role for these small RNAs in somatic gene expression (further details of MAC versus MIC mapping are provided in Materials and Methods).

Since dcl-1 and rdrp mutants displayed reduced levels of MAC-mapping sRNAs, we examined these sRNAs in greater detail. A genome-wide analysis (n = 12,203 completely sequenced MAC chromosomes) revealed only a modest bias for sRNAs derived from coding regions (Supplemental Fig. S3E) relative to the MAC genome-wide average (Supplemental Fig. S3F). These observations suggest that, rather than deriving from mRNA precursors, these sRNAs, like Oxytricha piRNAs (Fang et al. 2012), could be processed from long, noncoding RNAs, possibly from the same RNA molecules that establish chromosome copy number post-conjugation (Nowacki et al. 2010).

Analysis of the 30- to 50-nt RNAs that accumulate in dcl-1 cells revealed that they share similar properties with the mature 21-nt sRNAs, including mapping to entire MAC contigs (56.1%) and comparable coverage of coding versus noncoding regions (Supplemental Fig. S3E,F).
regions. To confirm their genomic source, we compared the fraction of 30- to 50-nt reads mapping to MAC- and MIC-specific regions. 16,580 MAC-mapping reads (4.5%) derive from rearrangement junctions, which are MAC-specific. Note that 8.5% of a randomized sample of 40-nt words from two-telomere containing MAC sequences map to such junctions; however, a slight bias among the reads for transcription start sites may contribute to this difference. Just 0.3% of MIC-mapping reads map to MIC-limited rearrangement junctions, whereas 2.6% of randomly generated 40-nt MIC sequences map to MIC-limited junctions. Together, these and the above analyses suggest that the sRNAs derive from the MAC and that the 30- to 50-nt RNAs may be MAC-derived sRNA precursors, like pre-siRNAs.

Additional evidence that the *Oxytricha* sRNAs do not lead to PTGS, comes from the observation that sRNA levels do not
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**FIGURE 2.** *Oxytricha* MAC sRNAs do not lead to post-transcriptional gene silencing. (A) The length distribution profile for sRNAs shows a peak at 21 nt. Sequence logos for (B) 21-nt sRNAs versus (C) random 21-nt words generated from the macronuclear sequence show a strong preference for U at the first position ($P$-value = $2.3 \times 10^{-21}$) and a modest increase in A at the 19th position ($P$-value = 0.03); $P$-values noted above the 1st and 19th bases. (D) 17- to 25-nt and 30- to 50-nt sRNA mapping to representative MAC Contig18458.0 for wt, *del-1* and *rdrp* cells show reads mapping to the entire chromosome (excluding telomeres), including the CDS (thickest bars) and nongenic, subtelomeric regions (thin, flanking lines). (E) sRNA mapping statistics reveal that the majority of sRNAs map to the MAC genome (MIC, germline-limited; Mito, mitochondria). Of the fraction of sRNAs that map to germline-limited regions, 0.5% map to IESs and 1.6% to transposons or other MIC-limited repeats. Sequences in the “Other” category do not map to any *Oxytricha* genome.
correlate with RNA-seq levels from similar cell populations (Pearson correlation coefficient, $R = 0.11$) (Supplemental Fig. S5; Swart et al. 2013). Furthermore, to test for global changes in gene expression, we performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) from the poly(A)-enriched fraction of total RNA from two biological replicates for WT, dcl-1$^{41}$, and rdrp$^{13}$ cells. Differential expression analysis (DE) using edgeR revealed only a handful of genes affected (discussed below) (Supplemental File 1). This is contrary to expectations if a role of the sRNAs were to down-regulate mRNA levels. This suggests that the sRNAs do not inhibit somatic gene expression, but instead might directly or indirectly activate mRNA expression.

Exogenous addition of long double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) in *Oxytricha* and other ciliates can lead to mRNA repression in a sequence-dependent manner, via RNA interference (RNAi). This is typically performed by feeding *Oxytricha* cells *E. coli* expressing the target gene within a dsRNA producing plasmid. cDNA regions of three target genes, Cbx5, Actin, and Ku80, were cloned into a dsRNA producing plasmid vector, L4440, and introduced into the RNase III-deficient *E. coli* strain HT115. Upon RNA induction, heat-killed bacteria were fed to *Oxytricha* cells using established RNAi protocols for conjugating cells (Nowacki et al. 2008). Treated *Oxytricha* cells were exclusively fed for 2 d on induced *E. coli*, and total RNA and DNA were isolated the next day. Surprisingly, none of these dsRNA feeding experiments led to even twofold reduction in mRNA levels for the target genes (Supplemental Fig. S7A). Taken together, the above results suggest that the 21-nt *Oxytricha* sRNAs produced in asexually growing cells are not involved in mRNA silencing.

**RdRP-dependent MIC-derived small RNAs**

The minor fraction of MIC-specific small RNAs (Supplemental Fig. S5A,B) have a length distribution peak at 22 nt, in contrast to the 21-nt peak for sRNAs that map to the MAC. Approximately 47% of the MIC genome is repetitive DNA (Chen et al. 2014). Telomere-bearing elements (TBEs) are the most abundant class of transposons in the *Oxytricha* genome, representing ~15% of the MIC genome, and 30% of the MIC-mapping sRNA reads map to TBE transposons. However, these small RNAs lack the characteristic peak at 21–22 nt, suggesting they could be degraded RNA. In contrast, small RNAs that map to the most abundant classes of satellite repeats show a distinct peak at 22 nt (Supplemental Fig. S5A). Approximately 1% of the MIC genome encodes single-copy, germline-limited genes (Chen et al. 2014), but 5% of MIC-mapping sRNAs map to these genic loci (Supplemental Fig. S5B), suggesting that these small RNAs could be involved in silencing germline gene expression in asexually growing cells. In contrast to MAC-mapping sRNAs, dcl-1 cells show no reduction in the levels of MIC-mapping sRNAs (Supplemental Fig. S5C,D).

However, *rdrp* cells showed a small yet significant reduction in MIC-satellite and MIC gene mapping small RNAs (Supplemental Fig. S5C,D). To test whether these changes could affect gene expression, we mapped our RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data to various MIC genomic loci. Differential expression analysis (DE) using edgeR showed increased expression of a subset of MIC satellites in *rdrp* compared to control (Supplemental Fig. S5E). In contrast, dcl-1 cells showed no change in MIC-satellite expression level, consistent with no change in MIC-derived small RNAs in those samples. No significant MIC gene expression was observed in either of the samples, suggesting that either our coverage was not enough to detect low transcript levels or that those genes are likely silenced by other redundant mechanisms in *rdrp* cells. Genomic DNA sequencing of both wild-type and dcl-1 cells also showed no evidence of increased transposon activity (0.1% of reads map to TBEs in both WT and dcl-1). Taken together, these findings reveal genetically distinct classes of small RNAs in asexually growing *Oxytricha* cells; Dcl-1-dependent MAC-mapping 21-nt sRNAs and RdRP-dependent MIC-mapping 21- to 22-nt sRNAs.

**Oxytricha** 21-nt sRNAs regulate DNA copy number

Notably, instead, we observed a positive correlation between sRNA levels and DNA copy number (Pearson correlation coefficient, $R = 0.662$), which suggests that the presence of sRNAs could positively regulate DNA copy number (Fig. 3A). Though dsRNA feeding does not lead to mRNA repression, we observed an increase in DNA copy number in cells fed bacteria expressing *Oxytricha*-specific dsRNAs, relative to an empty vector control, suggesting that the increased availability of sRNAs for target genes could potentially be a positive regulator of gene dosage (Supplemental Fig. S7B). This effect of increased copy number was dependent on Dcl-1. We chose four different MAC contigs to represent the range of low and high DNA copy-number levels. Absolute DNA quantification was performed using qPCR and the data were normalized to the levels of mitochondrial rDNA, whose levels are relatively constant between different wild-type and mutant strains (Supplemental Fig. S7C). Quantitative analysis of DNA copy number in control versus mutant strains revealed statistically significant DNA copy number reductions for these different MAC loci in one or both mutant alleles of *dcl-1* and *rdrp*, suggesting the presence of an *Oxytricha* siRNA-like pathway involved in DNA copy-number regulation (Fig. 3B).

We confirmed these results genome-wide by sequencing genomic DNA libraries prepared from wild-type, dcl-1$^{41}$ and *rdrp* mutant cells and comparing DNA copy number for all fully assembled MAC chromosomes in the JRB310 and JRB510 reference genomes (Swart et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2015). Out of 12,203 contigs assayed, 12,132 and 9331 contigs show reduced DNA copy number in *dcl-1* and *rdrp*, respectively (Fig. 3C).
To confirm that the sRNAs can directly affect gene dosage, we microinjected synthetic 21-nt dsRNAs against two different chromosomes. These targets (Contig 13337.0 and Contig 23093.0) were chosen because of their small length and low inherent DNA copy number in wild-type cells. We targeted three duplexes roughly equidistant from each other. These duplexes were chosen to match endogenous sRNA characteristics, such as the presence of a 5′-uridine and similar AT content. Microinjection of synthetic, duplexed 21-nt sRNAs against Contig23093.0 led to a two- to 3.5-fold increase in its DNA copy levels in three out of four lines injected, relative to an unrelated dsRNA injection (Fig. 3D). Additionally, we confirmed that dsRNA injection does not affect the copy number of unrelated genes, suggesting that the effect of dsRNAs is specific to the targeted gene (Supplemental Fig. S7D).
Similarly, injection of sRNAs against Contig13337.0, which encodes a Zinc-finger protein, led to 2.5- to 3.5-fold increases in DNA dosage in three out of five injected lines, relative to negative control GFP RNA oligonucleotide injection (Fig. 3E). DNA copy-number regulation appears tightly controlled, as displayed by relatively similar MAC chromosome levels in different Oxytricha strains (Supplemental Fig. S7E). Thus, these DNA copy number increases upon dsRNA injection suggest that the Dcl-1- and RdRP-dependent 21-nt sRNAs have the potential to positively regulate DNA copy number in Oxytricha.

Oxytricha 21-nt sRNAs are associated with chromatin and replication

Mutant strains of dcl-1 and rdrp display slower growth and increased death rate with age (Supplemental Fig. S8). To help elucidate the mechanism of action for the 21-nt sRNAs, we examined their cellular localization. Cells were fractionated into cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic and chromatin fractions and total RNA was isolated and radiolabeled. The 21-nt sRNAs are enriched in the chromatin fraction, suggesting a direct interaction with DNA (Fig. 4A). Proteins were also isolated from these fractions and immuno-hybridized to Histone H3, to confirm the purity of the fractions (Fig. 4B). These findings were further corroborated with a different methodology, via pull-down of DNA:RNA hybrids using a well-characterized S9.6 antibody (Fig. 4C; Phillips et al. 2013). For this, DNA:RNA hybrids were immunoprecipitated from formaldehyde-fixed chromatin extracts and RNA purified. Small RNA sequencing from immunoprecipitated DNA–RNA hybrids was performed and analyzed as described previously. The read counts mapping to two-telomere contigs correlate well between DRIP and veg sRNAs ($R = 0.58$) (Fig. 4D) and the 21-nt sRNAs display a similar 5′-U bias as total 21-nt sRNAs (Fig. 4E). This approach confirmed that the sRNAs associate with chromatin, where they might regulate or sense DNA copy number.

To study potential cell cycle defects in the dcl-1 and rdrp mutant strains, we labeled newly replicated DNA using BromodeoxyUridine (BrdU) by adding BrdU directly in the cell culture for 5 h, followed by cell fixation, DNA denaturation and staining using an anti-BrdU antibody. Note that 48.9% of wild-type cells (40%–58.6% across four biological replicates) stain positively for BrdU, while 71.1% of dcl-1 cells (56.7%–86.6% over four replicates) and 78% of rdrp cells (70%–80% across three biological replicates) stain positively, with brighter staining intensity (Fig. 4E). This observation is similar to wild-type cells treated with the replication stress inducer hydroxyurea (HU), where 94.7% of HU treated cells stain positively for BrdU (Fig. 4F). The BrdU signal was quantified for all samples and represented as total corrected cell fluorescence (Fig. 4G). These observations hint that dcl-1 and rdrp mutants might display S-phase arrest. Additionally, we note that dcl-1 and rdrp mutants show increased numbers of BrdU-positive nuclear fragments, analogous to “micronuclei” seen in mammalian cells with compromised genome integrity (white arrow; Fig. 4D) (Terradas et al. 2010). In contrast, BrdU labeling in dcl-1 cells without DNA denaturation failed to label nuclear fragments (Supplemental Fig. S9). This observation suggests that sRNA mutants display compromised genome integrity and defects in cell-cycle progression.

To examine potential gene expression changes that might accompany such nuclear defects, we mapped RNA-seq data for mutant strains to two-telomere contigs and compared the different samples. Even though DNA damage response involves post-translational modifications on existing proteins, such as phosphorylation of Histone H2Ax and ATM kinase, we identified eight differentially expressed genes in dcl-1 versus WT, three of which are associated with DNA damage response (Arsenite pump driving ATPase Contig9927.0 and Contig15729.0; superoxide dismutase; Contig15813.0) (Supplemental Fig. S10; Supplemental File 1). The five other genes encode unknown proteins, with no clear homolog outside the Oxytricha lineage. Similarly, comparison with rdrp identified 90 DE genes. The only significant GO term associated with these genes was “sequence-specific DNA binding”. This list included all the genes identified in dcl-1 cells along with all the major histone genes (Supplemental Fig. S9; Supplemental File 1). Histone gene expression is known to be restricted to S phase of the cell cycle. An over-expression of histone genes is therefore consistent with the suggestion that the mutant cells arrest in S-phase. Taken together, our observations point to a novel function of 21-nt small RNAs in regulating gene dosage and maintenance of chromosome ploidy in Oxytricha.

DISCUSSION

Small noncoding RNAs bound to Argonaute proteins constitute an ancient and well-studied pathway for regulating gene expression in plants and animals, where the endogenous siRNA pathway is typically involved in silencing foreign genetic invaders, like viruses and transposons. Abrogation of components of this pathway usually leads to increased transposon activity and hence compromised genome integrity. Oxytricha’s dual genome architecture offers a different model system to study small RNA function. Here, we report a novel sRNA pathway involved in genome maintenance in Oxytricha during asexual growth. Mutations that stall the processing or production of 21-nt sRNAs do not lead to increased transposon activity or increased target mRNA levels, but instead lead to reduced DNA copy number, potential S-phase arrest, and DNA damage. Furthermore, the 21-nt sRNAs map to the entire somatic genome and associate with chromatin. Together, these observations suggest a possible involvement of Oxytricha’s 21-nt sRNAs in DNA replication. Alternatively, the sRNAs could act as DNA dosage sensors that facilitate segregation...
of somatic chromosomes to daughter cells following asexual cell division.

During the sexual phase of the life cycle, genome-wide transcription of the somatic chromosomes from the parental macronucleus produces long noncoding template RNAs that guide DNA rearrangements (Nowacki et al. 2008; Khurana et al. 2014; Lindblad et al. 2017) and also regulate chromosome copy number in the progeny (Nowacki et al. 2010); however, the mechanism is unclear. The new class of sRNAs reported in this manuscript could derive from these
maternal template RNAs that appear post fertilization. Like siRNAs, these 21-nt sRNAs could then be stably maintained and amplified by RdRP to permit regulation of chromosome ploidy levels in asexually dividing cells, which is consistent with the observed defects in rdpr mutant cells. Further evidence supporting this model comes from the observation that small RNAs sequenced from developmental time points post-fertilization show a positive correlation \((R = 0.61)\) between sRNA levels in late conjugation and in vegetative cells (JS Khurana and LF Landweber, unpubl.).

We note that the overall effect of sRNA pathway mutations on DNA copy number is relatively small. This could result from one of two possibilities. Either the cells with the strongest phenotype are depleted from the asexually growing population, consistent with the increased death rate among the mutants, or alternatively, the paralogs of genes under study may act redundantly in the DNA dosage pathway, thus ameliorating the effects we report here. On the other hand, the conjugation-specific lncRNAs (Nowacki et al. 2010) are potential substrates for these sRNAs, and their amplification could lead to a stronger downstream effect on the target DNA copy number.

Parallel observations arise in other systems. For example, in Drosophila, dcr-2 mutants show destabilization of the ribosomal DNA locus in the form of extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA), which often accumulates due to DNA replication defects (Peng and Karpen 2007). In Neurospora, DNA damage induces expression of Argonaute QDE-2 interacting small RNAs (qiRNAs) and an increase in ribosomal RNA levels (Lee et al. 2009); however, it is unknown whether the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) copy number is influenced as well. More recently, studies in S. pombe reported that Dcr-1 plays an important role in maintenance of genome integrity by inhibiting DNA recombination at rDNA repeats (Castel et al. 2014). Furthermore, Dicer in S. pombe maintains genomic integrity at rDNA loci by promoting transcription termination (Castel et al. 2014). Oxytricha dcl-1 mutants show 3.3-fold reduced levels in small RNAs that map to the rDNA chromosome and a twofold reduction in rDNA copy number. Furthermore, because most genome surveys discard or deplete ribosomal RNA sequences, either during library preparation or in data analysis, it is possible that siRNAs, more generally, could play a conserved role in regulating the dosage of high copy number loci in other organisms, as well.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cell culture and mutant strain construction**

Wild-type O. trifallax strains JRB310 and JRB510 were grown as described (Khurana et al. 2014). For mutant strain construction, 27-nt artificial piRNAs were microinjected into conjugating cells, 12–15 h post mixing, as described in Fang et al. (2012). Exposure to these synthetic RNAs that match short DNA sequences within a gene leads to the retention of those sequences in the progeny, also known as "IES strains" that we describe in more detail below.

The MAC genome is present within the MIC genome as hundreds of thousands of retained DNA fragments, called the MAC-dominated sequences (MDS). These MDSs within the MIC are interrupted by intragenic regions called internally eliminated sequences (IES). piRNAs generally mark the retained MDS regions (Fang et al. 2012), but here, for mutant strain construction, we instead injected synthetic sRNAs that mark and protect IES regions that are normally deleted: either the IES between MDS 4 and 5 of the Dcl-1 gene (which creates a 24-nt insertion that contains a premature stop codon) or the IES between MDS 6 and 7 of the RdRP gene (which leads to a 52-nt insertion and a resulting frameshift). Exconjugant cells (zygotes) were single out in 24-well plates and allowed to grow for 7–10 d. PCR across the aforementioned MDSs identified clones that retain the sequences as somatic DNA insertions in the progeny MAC. Positive clones were expanded, encysted, and stored at −80°C.

**DNA, RNA isolation, and Illumina library preparation**

Whole-cell genomic DNA was isolated from either the JRB310 wild-type strain, the wild-type sexual progeny (exconjugants) or del-1 mutants, del-123 and del-141, and rdpr mutants, rdpr13, rdpr17, and rdpr25 using the Nucleosip Tissue DNA Extraction kit (Macherey-Nagel). One microgram of total genomic DNA was used to prepare Illumina libraries using a standard manufacturer’s protocol and run on Illumina HiSeq 2500. Small RNAs were gel-purified from total RNA and loaded on denaturing 7 M Urea, 15% polyacrylamide gel. Of note, 17- to 25-nt small RNAs or 30- to 50-nt RNA (from dcl-141) were gel purified and cloned using the Illumina Truseq small RNA library construction kit. For RNA-seq, total RNA was isolated from wild-type reference strain JRB310 and two mutant strains, del-141 and rdpr13. Poly(A) RNA enrichment was performed using the polyA Spin mRNA Isolation Kit (NEB). Enriched RNA was reverse transcribed using Superscript III (Thermo Fisher) and strand-specific libraries were constructed using published methods (Zhang et al. 2012). Barcoded libraries were mixed and sequenced.

**Sequence analysis**

Most of the sequence preprocessing was performed using programs available on the Galaxy tool on the Princeton University webserver (galaxy.princeton.edu) (Goecks et al. 2010). For genomic DNA sequencing, the sequences from exconjugants or dcl-141 were separated based on the barcode, allowing one mismatch, using Barcode Splitter from the FASTX-Toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/index.html). Lower quality reads (<Q20) were discarded and the adapter was clipped using Cutadapt (Martin 2011). Adapters were clipped from the 3’ end allowing a 0.1 error rate and a minimum overlap of eight bases. Redundant reads were collapsed using FASTA Collapser from the FASTX-Toolkit to get rid of potential PCR duplicates. For mapping, a master database was prepared including Oxytricha MAC, mitochondrial genome assemblies, common bacterial contaminants and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Bowtie2 (v2.2.3) was used for mapping using extra sensitive and end-to-end options (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). Unmapped reads were then aligned to the MIC genome assembly to identify MIC-limited sequences. Coverage was calculated using SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). The wild-type and mutant data sets were normalized by the number of reads mapped per million per kilobase (RPKM). The data sets were further normalized by the number of reads mapping to the mitochondrial genome in each sample.
Small RNA sequence reads were processed in a similar fashion. In addition, reads of length 17–50 nt were filtered for mapping. Pie charts comparing small RNA mapping with genome annotation involved mapping on fully assembled two telomere MAC contigs from *Oxytricha* strains JRB310 and JRB510 (Swart et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2015). For metagene analysis, two-telomere MAC contigs were aligned at the transcription start sites (TSS). Single-gene chromosomes were normalized to 1 kb in length and used for mapping strand-specific small RNA reads. Single- and two-gene chromosomes were also aligned at stop codons, without length normalization, to compare small RNA mapping 200-bp upstream and downstream from the TSS versus stop codons.

To infer the genomic source of small RNAs, the reads were mapped to MDS–MDS junctions (which can only derive from the MAC) as well as to MDS–IES junctions (which are specific to the MIC). Intersect program from BEDTools Suite (v2.24) was used for the analysis (Quinlan and Hall 2010). Of the 9,009,681 nonredundant small RNA reads, 5,538,289 reads map to the two telomere containing MAC assembly, of which 237,160 reads (4.28%) map to MDS junctions (which can only derive from the MAC and downstream from the TSS versus stop codons). Three million 21-nt, 5′-U sequences were generated from the same two-telomere containing MAC assembly using DNemulator (http://www.cbrc.jp/dnemulator) and mapped back to the completely sequenced (two-telomere containing) contigs. Of this randomized set of 21-nt words, 118,933 (3.87%) map to the MDS–MDS junctions. On the other hand, 21,134 small RNA reads (0.31%) map to MDS–IES junctions, whereas 1.25% of a set of similarly produced, randomly generated 21 nt, 5′U sequences from the complete MIC assembly overlap MDS–IES junctions. The published MAC and MIC genome assemblies were used for this analysis (Swart et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014). A similar analysis was done for the 30–50 nt sRNAs, which also primarily map to MAC-specific regions, as shown in Supplemental Figure S3E.

Figure 2C, showing small RNA mapping on individual MAC contigs, was prepared using the Integrated Genomics Viewer (www.broadinstitute.org/igv/home). Length histogram and box plots were prepared in MATLAB. Sequence logos for 21-nt sRNAs were prepared using Weblogo 3.3 (Crooks et al. 2004). Random 21-nt words from the MAC were generated using DNemulator. MIC genome maps for the *del-1* and *rdp* gene loci showing the sequences of piRNAs injected (Supplemental Fig. S2) were prepared in Geneious (http://www.geneious.com/).

Pairwise comparisons of small RNA reads mapping to 12,203 complete MAC chromosomes were performed by creating boxplots in MATLAB, and Wilcoxon rank sum tests were performed between WT and mutant strains to test for statistical significance.

**Immunostaining**

Cells were treated as described previously (Khurana et al. 2014). Anti-BrdU antibody (1:200) (MBL International) was used for detection of BrdU incorporation into newly replicated DNA. Fixed cells were labeled with the antibody, with or without acidic denaturation. For BrdU signal quantification, we calculated total cell corrected fluorescence (TCCF) using Fiji, as described before (Schindelin et al. 2012; McCloy et al. 2014). Briefly, a target area from BrdU channel was chosen and signal intensity was calculated using Fiji. Similarly, an area adjacent to the positive signal was used to calculate the background signal. TCCF was calculated as the intensity density – (area × mean of background).

**Cellular fractionation**

Cells were collected and the cell pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer I (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 10 mM KCl, 0.05% NP-40) and incubated on ice for 20 min. Cells were then centrifuged at 16,000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant was collected as the cytoplasmic fraction. The nuclear pellet was washed once in lysis buffer I, followed by resuspension in lysis buffer II (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.4, 2 mM MgCl2, 1% Triton-X 100), and then centrifugation at 16,000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was collected as nucleoplasm and the pellet (chromatin fraction) was resuspended in a buffer containing 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 5.5), 50 mM NaCl, 0.5% SDS, and vortexed to dissolve completely. For RNA purification, the fractions were subjected to Proteinase K and DNAse digestions in consecutive reactions. The RNA was radiolabeled and loaded on denaturing polyacrylamide gels, as described earlier. For protein purification, the fractions were run through 3K Amicon centrifuge columns (Millipore), resuspended in SDS loading buffer and run on Tris–glycine SDS polyacrylamide gels. The gel was blotted onto PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad) and hybridized via Western analysis to an Anti-Histone H3 antibody (Cell Signaling).

**RT-PCR and qPCR analysis**

Reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) was performed using Superscript III per manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed using Power SyBr green master mix (Life Technologies) and the data were analyzed using either the ddCt method or absolute quantification, as described previously (Swart et al. 2013). For DNA copy-number analysis, an equal number of cells were used for genomic DNA isolation and equal volumes of DNA were used for different samples. Error bars represent standard deviation from an average of three technical replicates from three biological replicates.

**dsRNA feeding and sRNA injection**

*E. coli* HU115 cells were transformed with the dsRNA producing vector, L4440, either empty or expressing cDNA portions of **Cbx5**, **Dcl-2**, **SetD3**, and **Ku80** genes. *Oxytricha* cells were fed heat-killed, dsRNA-expressing bacteria, as described previously (Nowacki et al. 2009). DNA and RNA were isolated from cells and analyzed 4 d after dsRNA feeding. Three synthetic duplexed sRNA oligonucleotides with (IDT) against Contig22903.0 were injected in asexual growing cells. Four to five lines were cloned expanded for 4 d post injection, after which DNA was extracted for copy number analysis.

**Primer sequences used in this study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA copy number and RT-qPCR analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SetD3-F: GCCAGCATGACTTCTCTTGTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetD3-rev: TCTGGACCGCTTGGAAATG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku80-F: TCTGAGGCTTGCTCCAGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku80-rev: ACGTCTGAAAGGGAGCTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dcl2-F: CACCTCTCTACTGAAAGCAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dcl2-rev: CTTAGGTGGCTGCAAGAGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cbx5f: TGGAGAGTAAAGTACATTTGGAAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cbx5-rev: TGGTTAGGTGCTTCTTATCTGTA
Contig23093-F: CGTCAACGAAGGGGATTT
Contig23093-rev: CTTTGCTCTCTCTCTCTC

Mutant strain confirmation

De31-MDS4-F: CCTTCTCCTGCCTTTCTTGTCA
De31-MDS5-rev: GAGCTTGTCAAATGCCCTAAGTG
RdRP-MDS7-F: TTGACCTCCTTGGCACAACA
RdRP-MDS6-rev: TCCATTTTGGAGTATGAAGCA

Duplexed sRNAs against target chromosomes (showing sense strand)

Contig23093.0
1. rUrArCrArArArArUrArUrArCrArGr
2. rUrGrArGrUrGrArUrGrArUrGrArGr
3. rUrGrArArGrGrUrCrArArCrArGrArGrGr

Contig13337.0
1. rUrGrArArGrArUrArUrArArUrArGrC
2. rUrArGrCrArCrUrGrUrCrArArArGrArGr
3. rUrGrArGrGrArUrArGrUrUrArGrArUrArU

GFP
rUrGrUrCrUrCrGrGrUrArGrGrUrArGrArGr

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material is available for this article.
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